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In R2, we consider positive numbers a1, . . . , an

How to enclose n regions with areas ai using the least possible

perimeter?

Existence of solutions (F. Morgan, 1994):

Given a1, . . . , an > 0, there exists a least-perimeter configuration

of curves enclosing n regions of area ai. Moreover, the curves

have constant curvature and meet in threes at 120 degrees angles



Least-perimeter planar bubbles:

Can we determine that least-perimeter configuration?

- Constant curvature (line segments or circular arcs)

- Meeting at threes in some vertices

- Angles of 120 degrees

There are many possibilities!
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• Example: Three areas a1, a2, a3 > 0

Figure 1: The three given areas may be enclosed separately
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Least-perimeter planar bubbles:

Can we determine that least-perimeter configuration?

There are many possibilities!

• Example: Three areas a1, a2, a3 > 0

Figure 5: The exterior may have bounded components



 As we can imagine, there are many admissible ways for

enclosing areas ai

Main difficulties:

- Regions with several components

- Exterior region with bounded components



Least-perimeter bubble for one given area:

The circle (classical isoperimetric problem)

Figure 6: The circle is the least-perimeter way of enclosing a given area



Least-perimeter bubble for two given areas:

The standard double bubble (J. Foisy, M. Alfaro, J. Brock,

N. Hodges and J. Zimba, 1993)

• The proof only works for n = 2 (rotational argument)

Figure 7: Least-perimeter bubble for two given areas



Least-perimeter bubble for three given areas:

The standard triple bubble (W. Wichiramala, 2004)

• Proof: Bound on the number of convex components

in least-perimeter bubble

Figure 8: Least-perimeter bubble for three given areas



Weak approach:

It allows to focus on bubbles whose exterior has no

bounded components

For a1, . . . , an > 0, we look for the least-perimeter bubble

enclosing areas bi ≥ ai  weakly minimizing bubble
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Weak approach:

It allows to focus on bubbles whose exterior has no

bounded components

For a1, . . . , an > 0, we look for the least-perimeter bubble

enclosing areas bi ≥ ai  weakly minimizing bubble

- Weakly minimizing bubbles have connected exterior

- If every weakly minimizing bubble is standard,

then any least-perimeter bubble is standard
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{Ct}t∈(−ε,ε) smooth variation of C preserving the areas (C0 = C)
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Variational approach:

C planar bubble

{Ct}t∈(−ε,ε) smooth variation of C preserving the areas (C0 = C)

L(t) = perimeter of Ct

If C least-perimeter bubble ⇒ L has a minimum at t = 0

⇒ L′(0) = 0 (stationary bubble), and

L′′(0) ≥ 0 (stable bubble)
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Variational approach:

C planar bubble

{Ct}t∈(−ε,ε) smooth variation of C preserving the areas (C0 = C)

L(t) = perimeter of Ct

L′(0) = 0⇒


Constant curvature

Curves meeting at 120 degrees angles

At each vertex, the sum of curvatures is zero

Idea: Finding a proper variation with L′′(0) < 0 will imply

that C is not stable (and so not least-perimeter), or

will give a bound on the number of components of a region



Candidates for being least-perimeter:

For n ≥ 4 Open problem

Figure 9: Candidate least-perimeter bubbles for four, five and six given areas



Honeycomb conjecture:

The least-perimeter way of dividing the plane into connected

regions of equal area is given by the hexagonal partition

(T. Hales, 2001)

Figure 10: Least-perimeter partition of the plane into connected regions of equal area



Recently, G. Lawlor uses a new approach (unification)

to prove that standard double bubble is the least-perimeter

bubble for two regions



Recently, G. Lawlor uses a new approach (unification)

to prove that standard double bubble is the least-perimeter

bubble for two regions

- The proof is stated for Rn

- Also allows constant weights on edges

- It uses that solutions are of revolution


